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Abstract: Cloud computing offers numerous web-based services. The adoption of
many Cloud applications has been hindered by concerns about data security and priv-
acy. Cloud service providers’ access to private information raises more security
issues. In addition, Cloud computing is incompatible with several industries, includ-
ing finance and government. Public-key cryptography is frequently cited as a signif-
icant advancement in cryptography. In contrast, the Digital Envelope that will be
used combines symmetric and asymmetric methods to secure sensitive data. This
study aims to design a Digital Envelope for distributed Cloud-based large data secur-
ity using public-key cryptography. Through strategic design, the hybrid Envelope
model adequately supports enterprises delivering routine customer services via inde-
pendent multi-sourced entities. Both the Cloud service provider and the consumer
benefit from the proposed scheme since it results in more resilient and secure ser-
vices. The suggested approach employs a secret version of the distributed equation
to ensure the highest level of security and confidentiality for large amounts of data.
Based on the proposed scheme, a Digital Envelope application is developed which
prohibits Cloud service providers from directly accessing insufficient or encrypted
data.
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1 Introduction

Cloud computing is crucial in providing optimal information service to Cloud consumers from diverse places.
Hybrid Cloud appears efficient in offering Cloud services; however, it has limitations. For example, it allows off-
premises Cloud computing as backup data centers, which was previously believed and used. Many firms are
struggling to supply services in the age of Cloud computing. Horlach’s bimodal concept helps information
officers choose the best way to use Cloud computing. Rivest created the remarkable RSA Public Key
Cryptosystem (PKC) in the 1970s, which is now used by millions of people worldwide. Authenticating open
key endorsements before using the customer’s public key is one of the testing issues in PKI, requiring the
verifier to pay a higher cost in the count. Large-key management and certificate authentication become inefficient.

Asymmetric key generation, symmetric encryption and decryption of sensitive data, and asymmetric
encryption and decryption of the symmetric secret key are all included in the Digital Envelope.
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Encryption creates the Digital Envelope, whereas decryption is used to open the Digital Envelope. Several
secure methods have been proposed; however, most rely on a single Cloud infrastructure for big data access.
This paper proposes the dual Digital Envelope for distributed Cloud-based big data security for practical and
real-time data management in the Cloud.

Less secure Cloud services have varying security criteria and threat levels. Cloud-dominant computing
services include IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS. These include bandwidth, communication, computing power, storage,
and virtualization. It is used for PaaS and SaaS. These are common IaaS threats. Scalable PaaS applications
connect operating systems and server hardware. Peer-to-Peer security is rare in PaaS. The periodic software
changes and interruptions are risks, including software security, data access, authentication and
authorization. SaaS risks include session hijacking, data loss, and privacy violations. The SaaS model is
ideal for storing sensitive viewer data in the Cloud. Encryption algorithms are used to protect the user’s
privacy. An important part of network security is data integrity and authentication.

The KGS generates cryptographic keys. These keys encrypt data. For real-time applications, this KGS
module must be protected. Cryptosystem keys can be symmetric or asymmetric. The KGS and cipher
receivers share a secret key. The sender uses KGS’ shared public key (d, N) to encrypt plain text, and the
receiver uses its private key (e, N) to decode cipher text. Asymmetric RSA KGS uses the same N-bit moduli
for public and private keys. Kleinjung broke the 768 N-bit RSA modulus in 2009. NIST recommends
2048 or 2K bits. Start with two N/2 secret primes, p and q. N-bit primes and private keys. Thus, RSA KGS
uses ϕ(N) = (p − 1) * (q − 1). It is possible to improve RSA’s security and key storage by breeding it.

When the private key size is small, the apt attack can hack the original message from the sent public key.
Wiener demonstrated the dangers of RSA using d < N0.25. By obtaining tiny solutions to the polynomial
problem using the Lattice theory, Boneh and Durfee demonstrated the Wiener Attack's vulnerability at
d < N0.292. The Wiener attack is dormant when e > N1.5. These assaults are also polynomial time-bound.
Dual RSA is insecure when d < N0.333, say Sun et al. In 2014, L. Peng et al. [1] extended the attack to
Dual RSA with d < N0.368 [2].

The suggested technique is significant because it provides a flexible approach for businesses that want to
adopt SaaS [3] but need high data storage security [4,5], like the online software training industry. The
proposed solution prevents Cloud providers from directly accessing consumers’ original data. This study
makes two major contributions:

� With the proposed innovative cryptographic solution, Cloud operators cannot directly access
consumers’ original data.

� This research provides a low-cost data split approach that ensures data retrievability.

Work organized as follows: Section 2 discussed the existing PKC security architecture in detail, including
key generation, encryption, and decryption; Section 3 demonstrated the dual Digital Envelope for distributed
Cloud-based big data security algorithms; Section 4 discussed the experimental results, and Section 5 concluded.

2 Related Research Review

Cloud computing security has spread to network and system administration. Cloud computing's
interconnection of technical applications, such as Virtual Machines (VM), raises network and data storage
security concerns. Prior research examined security issues from various dimensions [6,7]. Encryption and
data classification are two common data management security subsets [8]. In the Cloud, data encryption
is used to save money on computers [9], and classification of data is done to determine its encryption.
Data management practices assume Cloud providers do not abuse or restrict data access. Even if data is
encrypted in the Cloud, it can be retrieved. Monitoring and preserving data storage is part of safeguarding
Cloud data. It means Cloud operators’ actions are being watched. One option is using Attributed-Based
Encryption (ABE) to protect data sent between Clouds [10]. The access scale of Cloud operators may
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harm data integration and integrity, increasing the risk of data loss or system failure. As a result, storing the
contradictions between privacy and data processing is difficult. In order to reduce total system costs, most
current solutions aim to balance these two qualities.

Mass Distributed Storage (MDS) is used in Cloud systems to store large amounts of data. Aside from
security concerns, this strategy has limitations regarding storage availability, reliability, and accessibility.
Large data sets make system interconnections more complicated. The main concerns in using MSD are
security. Several important challenges and experiments in Cloud-based MDS are summarized as follows:
First, restricted processing resources make data synchronization difficult. Smaller users can expect
efficient synchronization while distributing large data. However, enormous numbers of big data
consumers put computational resources to the test. Studies [11] have recently addressed this topic. For
instance, local synchronization can be implemented in asynchronous spiking neural P systems and
methods for increasing the processing power of distributed parallel computing systems are discussed.
Other research has looked into how Cloud big data storage systems, such as mobile and agent-based
computing, can be used to improve corporate processes.

Other studies examine data security issues like access control and trust management [12]. Using trust
level classification to protect rapid community data access was proposed. This method worked well when
users chose trust communication settings for Instant Social Networking (ISN) [13]. Multimedia large data
in the Cloud is being unlocked with ontology-based authentication classifiers. These investigations
focused on the security of data transmission and authentication. Control is lost when data is Cloud-stored.
Cloud servers also need encryption-based technologies. Studies like Fully Homomorphic Encryption
(FHE) [14] and ABE have looked into this. While these safety systems can protect data from external
threats and internal inefficiencies, the extra computations can significantly slow down data processing.

Some procedures are stalled due to technical issues like FHE noise [15]. In summary, most current active
Cloud-side data exploitation approaches offer two alternatives. Regulation of employee behavior frequently
involves the use of regulatory compliance procedures. [16,17]. Technical solutions need to control this
mindset. Alternatively, utilize encryptions like FHE and ABE to prevent data leakage. More efficient
operations and unresolved issues inside the solutions prevent this type of data protection from meeting
most modern industrial standards. This technology meets the demand for higher-level security in big data
applications. Even though the Cloud operators have access to the data, it can be safeguarded.

The NIST believes RSA security level N-bit modulus 2048 bits are safe. So, making asymmetric keys
takes longer. Three major steps define the RSA public key cryptosystem: asymmetric key generation,
encryption and decryption. Thangavel et al. [18] created a key generation algorithm employing four
primes that computes more than ordinary RSA encryption and decoding, which is almost always four
times the encryption cost of RSA. Decryption costs are reduced using Wiener’s Rebalanced RSA.
Erkamsaid ESRKGS is factorization susceptible. However, their encryption and decryption keys share the
same moduli, n, which only require two primes (p, q). Hence, the message (M) can be reversed using the
private key (d, n). ESRKGS and RSA are thus both vulnerable to factorization attacks. An attack on
CHAN-PKC is safe when primes |p| + |q| > 750.

CHAN-PKC [19] solves the form aþ Re2 þ 2RYqe � 1 % [ Nð Þ to produce asymmetric keys. This
system triples the ciphertext using the public key (a, R, N) and decrypts them using the private key (Yq,
e, N) for great security and confidentiality. The ENPKESS [20] cryptosystem is protected from side-
channel attacks using a non-linear Diophantine equation. Unlike ESR and RSA, this method has three
stages of encryption and decoding. To improve Cloud security, ENPKESS encryption keys apply to
Knapsack. To protect Cloud operators from obtaining sensitive user data, intelligent cryptography was
developed. The SA-EDS (Security-Aware Efficient Distributed Storage) effectively defends against major
Cloud risks while needing minimal computation time.
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3 Proposed Model

The proposed algorithms suggested are described in this section. Three primary algorithms support the
proposed big data Digital Envelope security approach: Fast-PKC, Secure Data Split Distribution with
Encryption (SD2E), and Fast Data Merge with Decryption (FDMD) algorithms. The sections that follow
discuss the algorithms in depth.

A. Fast-PKC

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the asymmetric keys are initially produced using F-PKC for the Digital Envelope
opening. This PKC’s key creation takes a collection of random positive integers r1, r2, and a huge secret
prime q as input. For the Digital Envelope process, the F-PKC outputs the key variables A, D, N, and the
common modulus E. Let us say the public key is A, E. The private key is D, N, and E. Similarly, if
the public key is D, E, then the private key is A, N, E and so on. The F-PKC public keys are shared with
the sensitive message holder to produce Digital Envelopes. For the Digital Envelope formation, the
sender divides the sensitive message M into ab and P, where a and b are random constants, and P is the
secret prime. The message M contains n data packets containing sensitive information, {m1, m2,…., mn}.
The random symmetric key K is then used to encrypt the split messages. This symmetric secret key K is
then encrypted with the received public key using F-PKC before being sent securely to the other end for
opening. Algorithm 1 illustrates pseudo codes for the F-PKC algorithm. The following statement
summarizes the primary steps of algorithm 1:

1. Calculate the intermediate constant, f = r1.r2 – q, using the random positive integers r1, r2, and a huge
hidden prime q.

2. Compute the intermediate key A = q.f + r1.

3. Compute the intermediate key D = q.A + r2.
4. Compute the common modulus E = (AD – q)/f.

5. Check for a relatively prime relationship between prime q and key E.

6. At last, compute the intermediate key N = q−1 mod E.

7. For Digital Envelope encryption and decryption, output key parameters are public (AD%E, E) and
private key (N, E).

Figure 1: Creation of Digital Envelope using Data split and F-PKC encryption
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Algorithm 1: Fast PKC

Input: Ck, r1, r2 and q

Output: Public Key (AD%E, E) & Private Key (N, E)

1. Randomly select two distinct positive integers, r1 and r2.

2. Generate a large secret prime q.

3. For 8 message Mk do

4. Compute the intermediate constant, f = r1.r2 − q

5. Compute the key A = qi.f + r1, where q
i are random primes < than q

6. Compute the key D = qj.A + r2, where q
i are random primes < than q

7. Compute the common modulus E = (AD − q)/f

8. if gcd(q, E) is co-prime then

9. Compute the key N = q−1 mod E

10. Else go back to step 1

11. end if

12. end for

B. Secure Data-split Distribution with Encryption (SD2E)

At first, the sensitive message M is divided into ab and P where a and b are random secret constants and
P is secret prime b as shown in Fig. 2. Data split ab and P on sensitive message M is encrypted using
symmetric key K as E1 = ab4K and E2 = P4K. After this, the encrypted messages E1 and E2 are stored
in different Clouds. This data split and distributed storage of encrypted data process make it the Cloud
operator difficult to access or realize the actual message M. Followed by the selected secret symmetric
key K is encrypted using F-PKC public keys for the Digital Envelope. The received public key AD%E,
modulus E from the key generation end, as shown in Fig. 2, is used for F-PKC encryption. Thus, the
secret symmetric key K is secured using the F-PKC encryption. The above two levels of symmetric and
one level of asymmetric encryption create the Digital Envelope.

Figure 2: Opening a Digital Envelope using F-PKC decryption and data merge
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Algorithm 2 illustrates pseudo codes for the SD2E algorithm. The following statement summarizes the
primary steps of algorithm 2:

1. Split the sensitive message M into ab and P, i.e., M = ab − P.

2. Randomly select the secret symmetric key K for data split.

3. Apply symmetric encryption on separated message ab and P as E1 = ab4K and E2 = P4K.

4. Receive the F-PKC public key AD%E, modulus E from the Digital Envelope opener.

5. Apply asymmetric encryption using F-PKC to secure the secret symmetric key K as E3 = (K * AD)%E.

6. Create and share Digital Envelope using steps 3 and 5, such as E1, E2, and E3.

Algorithm 2: Secure Data-split Distribution with Encryption (SD2E)

Input: Message M, Public key AD%E, modulus E

Output: Digital Envelope’s encrypted message E1, E2, and symmetric key E3

Pick a random symmetric key K for data split encryption.

Receive the F-PKC public key AD%E, modulus E from the Digital Envelope opener.

For 8 message Mk do

Split the sensitive message into two parts, ab and P, as M = ab − P.

Encrypt ab and P with symmetric key K as E1 = ab4K and E2 = P4K.

end for

Secure the secret symmetric key K with F-PKC public keys as E3 = (K * AD)%E.

Create and share Digital Envelopes as E1, E2, and E3 using steps 3 and 5.

C. Fast Data Merge with Decryption (FDMD)

After receiving the Digital Envelope, the encrypted messages E1, E2, and E3 are decrypted using the
FDMD technique. This Digital opening technique is illustrated in Fig. 2 as using F-PKC and symmetric
decryption to open a Digital Envelope, followed by data merging. The symmetric key K is realized in the
first stage using F-PKC decryption. For this operation, both the asymmetric F-PKC private key N, E and
the incoming encrypted symmetric key E3 are used to execute the decryption form as E3*N % E, which
produces symmetric key K.

The message is then created utilizing symmetric decryption and data merging. Using the symmetric key
K, the encrypted messages E1 and E2 are decoded into D1 and D2 as follows: D1 = E14K and D2 = E24K.
This decryption reveals the intermediate between the messages D1 = ab and D2 = P. The original message is
finally opened with the data merging form M = ab − P. Thus, the asymmetric and symmetric decryptions
described above unlock the Digital Envelope. The third algorithm depicts pseudo codes for the FDMD
method. Following is a summary of the key steps of algorithm 3:

1. Obtain the encrypted E1, E2 and E3 variables from the Digital Envelope maker.

2. Perform F-PKC decryption on the E3 cipher to obtain the symmetric key K. Use private key N, E, and
the Envelope’s E3 of the form (E3*N) % E4K for this process.

3. Decrypt the encrypted messages E1 and E2 with the symmetric key from step 1 using D1 = E14K and
D2 = E24K, respectively.

4. Apply a data merge operation with M = ab − P to open the Envelope message where D1 = ab and
D2 = P.
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Algorithm 3: Fast Data Merge with Decryption (FDMD)

Input: Envelope encrypted constant’s E1, E2, E3 and F-PKC private key N, E

Output: Digital Envelope’s symmetric key K and decrypted message M

1. Acquire the encrypted E1, E2 and E3 constants from the Digital Envelope maker.

2. Decrypt the E3 cipher using F-PKC with its private key N and modulus E to get the symmetric key K
as (E3*N) % E4K.

3. For 8 encrypted messages E1, E2 do

4. Decrypt E1 cipher to get partial message ab using step 2’s symmetric key K and the symmetric
decryption form D1 = E14K.

5. Decrypt the E2 cipher to get partial message P using step 2’s symmetric key K and the symmetric
decryption form D2 = E24K.

6. Apply data merge to obtain the original message M = ab − P.

7. end for

The subsequent section comprises the experimental evaluations and findings.

4 Experiment and Results

This section evaluates the performance of the proposed Digital Envelope schemes in terms of their
computation complexity and their distributed data storage and retrieval. The experimental design is
centered on the three primary phases of the proposed scheme: Fast-PKC, Secure Data Split Distribution
with Encryption (SD2E), and Fast Data Merge with Decryption (FDMD). There were two assessment
dimensions in this experiment. The first dimension involved investigating the Fast-PKC public and
private key generation periods practically relevant to big data security. The second dimension involved
evaluating the effect of the execution times of the proposed SD2E and FDMD schemes on the scale of data.

The following settings were made to the test environment: The distributed Cloud environment was
emulated through this application, which was designed and created for the experiment. The experiment's
hardware configuration included a 64-bit Intel Core i5 processor @ 2.42 GHz with 16 GB of memory,
and the virtual machines were built using VMware Workstation. The Java language is used to build big
safe keys where the bit length of modulus N is set as the prime bit length used in the respective security
scheme. In RSA, the modulus bit length |N| is the product of two primes |pq|. Similarly, in the case of
ESRKGS, four unique primes are generated, and lastly, for the F-PKC key generation scheme, modulus
bit length is set as in q prime bits.

The generation time of the F-PKC is observed by varying the key sizes from 1 kilobit to 10 kilobits.
Followed by the big data, different sizes were operated for the proposed scheme performance assessment
in secure data split distribution with encryption and fast data merge with decryption. For SD2E
encryption and FDMD decryption of the proposed scheme, the assessment was processed by different
input data scales, such as 1 KB, 1 MB, 10 MB, 50 MB, 250 MB, and 500 MB. ESRKGS and CHAN-
PKC are compared with the proposed F-PKC scheme. SED2 and AES systems are compared for SD2E
big data encryption, and EDCon and AES are compared for FDMD big data decryption scheme.

The FPKC scheme significantly speeds up computation by focusing key generation on just one secret
prime, q. Besides RSA and ESRKGS, two or more primes are used for generating keys. Table 1 shows
that the F-PKC key generation outperforms other PKC’s by consuming less computation time than RSA
and ESRKGS. The various PKC times of key generation have been evaluated by adjusting the N-bit
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modulus from 1 to 10 kilobits. About a thousand random samples are made for each kilobit of modulus N,
and the average time for each phase’s performance evaluation is measured.

The evaluation and presentation of the F-PKC, ESRKGS, and RSA generation times are shown in
Table 1 and Fig. 3. This experimental analysis demonstrates that, in terms of execution time, F-PKC
outperforms other models (milliseconds). The F-PKC scheme, however, acquired at different kilobits
about half as quickly as RSA and a fourth as quickly as ESRKGS. F-PKC only needs 56.83 percent of
RSA and 14.40 percent of ESR durations from 1 to 10 kilobits. Like F-PKC, RSA uses 1.76 times as
much F-PKC KGS and 25.33 percent more ESR generation and approximately 3.94 times as long as
RSA and 6.94 times as long as F-PKC is needed for the creation of ESRKGS.

Tables 2 and 3 displayed the variations in big data security encryption and decryption execution times
for big data security. The data scale was changed from 1 KB to 500 MB to perform the experiment and
compare the results. Comparisons of the suggested SD2E, HITAGC, SED2, and AES algorithms are
included in the data encryption. The proposed FDMD, HITAGC, EDCon, and AES are then considered
in the data decryption. According to the results of the big data encryption, it can be seen that the SD2E

Table 1: Key generation execution results

N-bits of
modulus

Key generation (milliseconds)

RSA ESRKGS F-PKC

1024 117 302 68

2048 573 1954 317

3072 2128 5963 1406

4096 7455 31527 4070

5120 8172 60412 5142

6144 32948 133790 21783

7168 48960 186239 31752

8192 60874 316158 34960

9216 101586 435163 63456

10240 166387 523181 81032

Figure 3: Comparison of the key generation time of RSA, ESRKGS, and F-PKC
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model uses only 72.95 percent of HITAGC, 57.64 percent of SED2, and 47.11 percent of AES. According to
the decryption results, the proposed FDMD has only taken 30.50 percent of HITAGC, 20.44 percent of
EDCon, and 16.47 percent of AES. The proposed SD2E encryption and FDMD decryption outperform
other models in terms of performance, as evidenced by the results in Tables 2 and 3.

5 Conclusion

This paper focused on using hybrid intelligent cryptography to design a Digital Envelope to protect large
amounts of data stored in the Cloud. The proposed method uses a secret version of a distributed equation to
ensure that large amounts of data are as safe and private as possible. In order to achieve this goal, the
proposed algorithms include Fast-PKC, Secure Data Split Distribution with Encryption (SD2E), and Fast
Data Merge with Decryption (FDMD) schemes. Based on the proposed scheme, an application for a
Digital Envelope is suggested. SD2E encryption and FDMD decryption use data split and merge
operations to store and get large amounts of data across different Clouds. With this method, Cloud
service providers can only get direct access to enough or encrypted data. The proposed F-PKC scheme
went from 1 to 10 kilobits, about half as fast as RSA and a quarter as fast as ESRKGS. According to big
data encryption results, the SD2E model uses 72.95% HITAGC, 57.64% SED2, and 47.11% AES. The
proposed FDMD took 30.50% of HITAGC, 20.44% of EDCon, and 16.47% of AES. The results of the
tests showed that the proposed plan is better at computing than other models.

Table 2: Big data encryption times for SD2E, HITAGC, SED2, and AES

File size Encryption (milliseconds)

SD2E HITAGC SED2 AES

1 KB 0 0 44 312

1 MB 0 622 910 1354

10 MB 3761 4603 6303 7508

50 MB 17923 22046 28663 35607

250 MB 86218 115068 149045 178705

500 MB 167383 235002 292651 360804

Table 3: Big data decryption times for SD2E, HITAGC, SED2, and AES

File size Decryption (milliseconds)

FDMD HITAGC EDCon AES

1 KB 0 0 0 0

1 MB 0 0 0 0

10 MB 3320 4087 7008 8075

50 MB 17850 22345 35804 44670

250 MB 87682 121803 194006 243504

500 MB 19382 272238 390526 482292
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